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CalArts School of Dance Commuter Festival featuring

Lionel Popkin, Oni Dance, Los Angeles Contemporary

Dance Company, Casebolt and Smith, and Meg Wolfe

(Scott Groller)
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"Casebolt and Smith: Speaking

Out!"
Pioneer Press

Updated: 08/02/2009 09:46:29 AM CDT

The Los Angeles modern dance duo of Liz Casebolt and Joel

Smith builds its original work around the nature of interaction,

but there's nothing academic about their approach. In fact,

they're downright funny, especially when they take you inside

their highly verbal means of creating a piece. As natural in

their movement as in their speech, they offer disarmingly

honest insights into how collaboration works, employing the

assistance of some of the most nakedly solitary music in the

classical canon, Bach cello suites. "Speaking Out" feels like a

celebration of the creative process, in all its exultation, pain

and release.

— Rob Hubbard

Presented by Casebolt and Smith at the Southern

Theater. 5:30 p.m. Aug. 2, 5:30 p.m. Aug. 3, 7 p.m. Aug. 6,

8:30 p.m. Aug. 7.
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The Pioneer Press is happy to host community conversations about news and life in the Twin Cities. As hosts, we

expect guests will show respect for each other. That means we don't threaten or defame each other, and we keep

conversations free of personal attacks. Witty is great. Abusive is not. If you think a post violates these standards,

don't escalate the situation. Instead, flag the comment to alert us. We'll take action if necessary.

It's not hard. This should be a place where people want to read and contribute -- a place for spirited exchanges of

opinion. So those who persist with racist, defamatory or abusive postings risk losing the privilege to post at all.
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Type in your comments to post to the forum
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2009 Minnesota Fringe Festival sets records

(10/08/09 18:39)

Attendance of 46,189 is the highest in the festival's

history. More details to follow at www.twinci..

Fringe review final tally (05/08/09 16:58)

The intrepid critics of the Pioneer Press reviewed a total

of 51 shows during the first weekend of ..

Opening-weekend Fringe attendance up 19 percent

(03/08/09 17:17)

Opening-weekend attendance at the Minnesota Fringe

Festival surged 19 percent over last year. Nearl..

Fringe gimmick bites Illusion in the backside

(03/08/09 13:53)

A warning in advance: This blog entry contains spoilers

about "The Flickering Wall" at Illusion, so..

Off the grid (03/08/09 01:53)

The $2 official Fringe festival schedule has been my bible

of the last few days. I'm checking it co..

Fringe fuel (03/08/09 01:50)

Anyone who set up a hotdog stand outside Rarig would

making a killing. Four stages filled with hard..

All in the Fringe family (02/08/09 13:44)

Fringe performers are always generous with their

shout-outs about other good shows. They also turn ..

Far-flung venues (02/08/09 13:36)

The Fringe has been steadily consolidating venues in

recent years to a critical mass on the U's Wes..

Strategic parking (01/08/09 16:57)

Strategic parking is a must for those Fringe-goers not

smart enough to cluster their performances w..

First day Fringe Fest observations (31/07/09 19:12)

The gurus at the Fringe have ratified my Twittered

suspicion that "Parry Hotter and the Half-Drunk ..
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